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School Trip           [King Alfred the Great himself]

Introduction

This Report will tell you about the trip that I went on to Winchester Cathedral to learn some 

more facts on  how Alfred became king and how he became GREAT! Some of my trip was not 

so fun although other parts of it were much more fun.  

1. On The Way

We had a massive fuss in class but as we were getting  slowly on the Coach it was calming 

down. The class  got put into groups I was in GRP2 (stands for Group) with my friends Alex-

ander, and Ned. When we were on the Coach I sat straight with my friend James , and Ned sat 

right next to James.James is allowed to pick who sits next to him as he gets car sick.  About 10 

minutes later we just started moving up Hill Brow road. 

2. The sight of pheasants

On the way to Winchester, we went past lots and lots and lots 

of yellow fields in lots of them had pheasants. This is a picture 

of  a pheasant running about in a field james and i played I spy I 

said “I spy with my big eye and tiny brain something  begin-

ning with P” and James guessed  “Pheasant” and I said 

“YEAH!!”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Statue_d%27Alfred_le_Grand_%C3%A0_Winchester.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Statue_d%27Alfred_le_Grand_%C3%A0_Winchester.jpg


3. We arrive and go to the centre

when we arrived the bus driver got confused and went down an alley which at the end of the 

alley said ‘No Big vehicles!’. Mrs Rourke went down the end of the bus and said to the bus 

driver “do you know where you're going” and the bus driver said “no” also The bus driver 

couldn't get out so he reversed down the back of the alley and got back to the King Alfred the 

Great statue we all got really confused inside the bus and we were outside a hotel it was really 

weird but we got back okay and so we set off again back to the start we were parked in the bus 

stop we waited outside the bus and waited for Mrs Rourke after Mrs Rourke lead us to where 

we were going after five minutes away from the cathedral. The cathedral is very big and it was a 

centre also a church we went into the centre and we got lead off by Mrs Hart she’s a nice lady.

 4. On Our First Activity 

The first activity was to going around the cathedral and learn some more facts about the 

Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Saxon kings although it was also a burial place outside.In the middle 

of the activity where we stopped and then we looked around Mrs Hart said “count how many 

steps to see how long the old cathedral was” our first activity was awesome but in the middle I 

felt dizzy and very sick I didn't feel very good.

5. Second Activity 

When we got back to the centre we only got sent on our second 

activity that was also great fun we got to go into the museum and 

hold a 1000 year old pot the man who gave us the pot said to 

“tell your friends that I've held a 1000 year old pot” after that we 

went upstairs and then we got to learn about the history of Win-

chester on the other side of the Anglo-Saxon side in the museum 

was a mediaeval side we didn't go there because we weren't al-

lowed so we stayed on the Anglo - Saxon side I did a pot puzzle on a desk and the best part was 

a drawing my Anglo-Saxon dagger and spearhead.

6. LUNCH!!!!!  

After that we got to go back to the Centre for the lunch ned said 

he was  were staving we got our lunch boxes when we got back 

there were 2 other groups already back we were the last group 

back when we got back  I sat right next to my friend James he 

chatted to me about my favourite  game ‘how to train your 

dragon’ ned sat next to me. 



7. Third Activity   

After lunch we went to the third activity James told me all about it so I knew everything about 

it. We got to hold some real gold inside some laminated plastic we cannot believe it was gold 

because we cannot actually hold it Mrs Hart said it was real gold and it had been hammered 

down so thin that we couldn't hold it otherwise it will break after that we got to highlight some 

giant Anglo-Saxon letters also we got to make our own broach out of tinfoil  and we pressed 

on it for us to make the marks on our broaches in Anglo-Saxon times it would've been made 

out of if you're rich gold if you were a normal with a little bit of money  gold with wood on it if 

you were poor probably copper. After that we went back into the centre and there were tables 

in there (there was a meeting going on after) we were the first class back we sat in our lines 

and then we slowly went back and got onto the bus on the way back we played I Spy  a- nd 

counting cars and before we knew we were back at school everyone was like wahoo!!!! we 

were back at school everyone told each other how good the  the school trip was my point of 

view was  it was amazing. 

8. What did I learn? 

On the school trip we learned how to write our name in Anglo-Saxon runes (to be sure I wrote 

my first name and my second name) it was great fun we learned that Alfred the great was defi-

nitely in Winchester because they had his grave their but the bones where stolen so we can tell 

that he was definitely in Winchester we also know how long the The old Cathedral was it was 

tiny it was only 47 of my steps (my normal steps if you didn't know.) 

I think Alfred is great for defeating the Vikings and for making piece with them after also for 

his quick education he could read books at the age of 3 I think Alfred the great was a good 

man instead of being a bad man and using his kingship  wisely.

9. How did I create this report?

First, I started a plan. I then  used a diagram of how boring or unboring the activities were 

Second I went onto the computer and started typing I wasn’t a very good at that after that I 

used Siri. Siri works by projecting your voice into a microphone in your phone it's a great way 

to tipe and plan ideas after that I edited my Winchester  report and then hear it is you reading 

it unlucky for finding it. 


